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SANTA FE DRIVE - The neighborhood Bully:

SANTA FE DRIVE

KALAMATH ST

BYERS LIBRARY

LA ALMA/LINCOLN PARK - Neighborhood history
Located southwest of Speer Boulevard and bordered by
the Burnham rail yards to the west, Colfax Avenue to the
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The La Alma/Lincoln Park area is now an ideal urban
neighborhood with great potential for renewal investment
and community development. However, as the last of
Denver’s urban neighborhoods to be redeveloped it has
some work ahead of it.
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Within the last two decades the urban neighborhoods of
Denver, Colorado, have seen a renaissance like none before.
Neighborhoods once home to boarded-up warehouses and
abandoned cars have become the hot spot to live, work, and
play in Denver. Rich in cultural diversity, historic architecture,
and character, these neighborhoods offer established
communities in close proximity to Downtown with all of
its amenities. On the southwest side of Denver’s Central
Business District and just south of Auraria you’ll find one of
these urban gems - the neighborhood of La Alma/ Lincoln
Park is a diamond in the rough.

I-

Denver’s history as a city dates back to its beginnings as a
collection of mining camps. One of those, Auraria City, is
now one of the city’s oldest districts. First settled along the
southeast banks of Cherry Creek, Auraria soon began to
settle westward, toward a newly established railroad that
ran north to south along the east edge of the South Platte
River. Along the Rail lines light industrial uses, shipping and
neighborhoods began to emerge and prosper. Over time and
as Denver’s Central Business District developed, American
cities began to transform into commuter cities; these inner
city neighborhoods began to fall into disrepair and for a
good portion of the last century were largely ignored.

north, Spear Boulevard to the east and Alameda Avenue to
the south, La Alma/Lincoln Park has its roots in Denver’s
earliest settled districts. By the depression of 1893 over
90% of the neighborhood had been settled and built out
with brick Victorian houses and light industrial/commercial
buildings. La Alma/Lincoln Park gradually developed into
a mainly Hispanic neighborhood and soon adopted an
identity as the center of Hispanic culture in Denver. At the
same time industry began to grow along the edge of the
railroad, the neighborhood became a hub for shipping and
the transportation of goods from the railroad to the rest of
the city. As people began to flock to the suburbs in the mid
20th century, the La Alma/Lincoln Park neighborhood along
with many other urban residential neighborhoods began to
decline and fall into disrepair. Up to and into the 1990’s gang
related crime and the decline of the area created an edgy
transitional feel, this coupled with the lower cost of living
brought together all the ingredients necessary for creatives
to thrive.
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An analysis of the Santa Fe / La Alma neighborhood’s amenities .

The largest issue that needs to be addressed is Santa Fe
Drive. During the middle of the last century, cities across
the nation sought to improve and speed up the commute

History of Santa Fe Drive

HISTORY OF SANTA FE DRIVE

1964 - Major Flood of the South Platte River
1978 - Westside Nighborhood Plan

1858 - City of Denver is settled
1893 - Buckhorn Exchange Opens
1864 - Cherry Creek Flood
1865 - Denver becomes the Capital of Colorado Territory
1885 - Lincoln Park is built
1850

1870

1859 - Auraria City Settled
1859 - Pike's Peak Gold Rush

1890

1920 - City Beautiful movement
1921 - Denver Civic Theater is built
1924 - West High School is Built
1910

1893 - Depression of 1893
1887 - Santa Fe Drive is laid out

1930

1918 - Byers Branch Library is built
1907 - Sunken Gardens Park is built

1893 - Average year of construction for Lincoln Park neighborhood

2010 - Hangar 41is founded in the Santa Fe Arts District

1980 - Santa Fe Drive Market Analysis and Public Investment Strategy
1983 - Santa Fe Drive Redevlopemnt study for the 600 Block
1950

1970

1990

2010

1987 - Red Hot Chili Peppers Play at the Aztlan
1983 - Aztlan Theater is built
2003 - The Art District on Santa Fe is founded
2001 - Santa Fe Commons Market Analysis Report
1975 - El Nuevo Pueblo de Santa Fe
1991 - Museo de las Americas is established on Santa Fe Dr.
1973 - NEWSED Founded
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This unfriendly pedestrian environment adds to the
misunderstanding that the neighborhood is not friendly
either. Unfortunately due to years of economic downturn
for the industrial uses in the area, newer buildings are hard
to find and many structures are in various states of disrepair.
The buildings that do remain on Santa Fe are often brutal in
their approach to the street, with concrete and stucco walls,
blacked out windows and many security bars. The result is a
street where one does not want to be a pedestrian at any
time of day.
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The speed of traffic, coupled with narrow sidewalks, creates
a hostile environment for pedestrians, where the needs of
pedestrians are secondary to the cars which are simply
passing through, not stopping by. Besides First Friday Art
Walks, the street remains largely empty with a few moments
of heavy pedestrian traffic – usually related to an event at a
gallery, shop or studio. Upon stepping out onto the sidewalk
from a side street or business, one is instantly aware of the
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The solution to these problems is a multi-step long term
process which begins with the improvement of the Santa Fe
Art and Commercial District.
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THE ART DISTRICT - and the creative neighborhood:
“A city must have a soul, and the arts are a part of
that soul.” - Rob Cohen, CEO, IMA Financial Group, Inc.

While artists had been moving to the Santa Fe corridor
for years due to its central location, low rents and edgy
atmosphere, it wasn’t until the beginning of this century that
the artists began to organize. With a need for marketing,
leadership and management the Art District on Santa Fe was
officially born in 2003 with the sole purpose of strengthening
and developing the creative community.

6TH AVENUE

SANTA FE DRIVE

As Denver’s first and oldest Art District, the Art District on
Santa Fe is the heart of the neighborhood and plays host to
the city’s most popular First Friday Art Walk, drawing in huge
crowds (of up to 5,000 visitors during the busy summer
months) from all around Denver and beyond.The Art District
includes over 60 members including 35 galleries, restaurants,
creative services and shops, all of whom have formed a
community that is based on developing and sustaining the
creative culture along and adjacent to Santa Fe Drive.

DIRECT NORTH AND
SOUTH TRAVEL IS
LIMITED TO SANTA FE
DRIVE AND KALAMATH
STREET ONLY

KALAMATH ST

With three lanes of vehicular traffic, and a parking lane on
each side, most of the sidewalks are barely 6 feet wide. Much
of this width is occupied by gas meters, street lights and
street furniture resulting in an unfriendly and dangerous
pedestrian experience.
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There are serious issues that stand in the way of a viable
pedestrian and commercial return to the main street of Santa
Fe Drive. The sidewalks are dreadfully narrow, the traffic
speed is very high and the neighborhood has a reputation for
having a rough edge. These issues are irrefutable barriers to
businesses, shop owners, browsing customers, new residents
and thus to the overall success of the district as a whole and
an impedance to the economic growth of the area.

speed of traffic on the street, and the many obstructions and
obstacles leave the user to feel like an uninvited guest.
I-

into downtown for the growing number of people who
were leaving the city center for the new suburbs. In Denver,
Santa Fe Drive made a dramatic shift from being a pedestrian
oriented main street of residential scale into a three-lane, one
way road that focused on moving cars from South Denver
into the Central Business District. No longer based on
community shopping and locally owned businesses, Santa Fe
became a commuter route. Many of the buildings once home
to busy shops and restaurants either fell into disrepair, sat
empty, or have been demolished for parking lots.Adding lanes
and widening the street through an already narrow corridor
also resulted in drastically narrow sidewalks, displaying the
premise that the commuter traffic took precedence over
pedestrian street users and the neighborhood along Santa
Fe. The effect is the creation of a chasm harshly dividing the
neighborhood.

An analysis of the Santa Fe / La Alma neighborhood’s shortcomings.

Already home to many of Denver’s most talented and
passionate artists, the street has begun to have a desirable
address for other creative industries such as fashion,
architecture and design firms, tattoo parlors, and music and
film studios. These businesses enjoy showcasing their work
or others’ creative talents through various mediums during
art walks. As the neighborhood grows closer to reaching a
critical mass of creatives it will spur development creating
greater densities and the increased mix of uses required to
support a viable and rich pedestrian based neighborhood.

THE SEARCH FOR SOLUTIONS - Hangar 41
Hangar 41 Architects LLC, is an architecture firm that was
started by 15 very talented yet unemployed architects at
the height of the recession in 2010. Drawn to the creative
neighborhood by the collection of like-minded, creative
individuals that call the area home, we combined our
resources and leased a studio in the Art District on Santa
Fe. Despite loving the creative nature of the location we
began to notice shortcomings and boundaries restricting
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Approach towards revitalization.

the future successful development and healthy growth of
the art district, commercial Main Street and neighborhood.
As a way to cement our presence in the neighborhood and
to ensure that we are part of the solution we decided to
propose a masterplan for the neighborhood to encourage
a more sustainable and viable business atmosphere for
continued growth in the area. We see a neighborhood that
has the potential to be an example of a great American urban
neighborhood, one of this nation’s premier Art Districts and
perhaps its first sustainable creative community.

This proposal is a compilation of research and analysis of the
potential for the future development of the La Alma/Lincoln
Park neighborhoods along with proposed solutions and
conclusions.As the last inner city neighborhood in Denver to
be modernized the price index for property is comparatively
low. As Denver re-brands itself as the creative capital of the
Rockies and continues to develop into a more pedestrian,
bicycle and light rail oriented city, property in La Alma/
Lincoln Park will begin to rise in value. The neighborhood
also has a very walkable location close to: downtown, mass
transit, Denver Health campus, the Auraria Campus, the

museum district and is in close proximity to several parks
and trails. These assets will combine in the very near future
to make this a very desirable neighborhood for developers.
It is our goal to provide a framework for the impending
growth of the area - to support the neighborhood, its
culture, its place and its unique identity in Denver’s social
and urban fabric; and to create a consensus-driven vision for
smart and sustainable growth.We have identified several key
areas that need to be addressed:
• The La Alma/Lincoln Park neighborhood needs a higher
density of mixed uses and mixed income development in
order to promote a more sustainable and economically
viable city.
• A stronger connection between the light rail station “The
Art Stop” and Santa Fe Drive along 10th Avenue would
encourage visitors to use light rail and other alternative
means of transportation reducing the need for more
parking in the neighborhood.
• Better pedestrian access throughout the neighborhood is
imperative to creating a connected and desirable urban
community. This includes improving the sidewalks along
Santa Fe Drive and the addition of bike lanes.
• Better connectivity to the rest of the city - trails, crossings,
bridges etc.
• A need for more public gathering spaces and pocket
parks.
• A solution to the lack of event parking.
PHASE 1 - Density and connectivity
Phase One of our proposed master plan focuses on the
8 blocks that sit on the East and West of Santa Fe Drive
from 6th Avenue to 10th Avenue and along the 10th Avenue
corridor that connects the art district with the light rail “Art
Stop”. This area was chosen for several reasons:
• It is the center of the art district with a larger density of
creative and commercial businesses.
• Street and sidewalk improvements would go a long way

to encouraging further economic development.
• There are numerous open lots and buildings available
to create a critical mass for improvement, generating
immediate effect as the catalyst for further development
on adjacent properties and along Santa Fe Drive.
• These two areas have the potential for higher density
mixed use and TOD related projects.
• There is current interest in Denver’s Art Districts and the
stated goal of branding Denver as the Creative Capital of
the Rockies.
• There is current interest in providing funding for the
connection from the light rail station to Santa Fe Drive
along 10th Avenue.
Phase One of this master plan will seek to understand the
area through several sections: Existing Conditions, Previous
Master Plans, Zoning and Precedents. In each section we will
present research and data for the area, as well as identify
problems and provide conclusions as to how these relate to
the overall goal of enhancing the experience and the culture
of the Art District on Santa Fe. Following these sections
will be our Schematic Vision for the neighborhood with an
Executive Summary providing a brief synopsis of this packet
and a look forward to the next steps to making these ideas
a reality.
In Existing Conditions we take a look at the design and
the layout of Santa Fe Drive, illustrating the limits imposed
on the neighborhood by the narrow sidewalks and high
traffic speeds. We make a case for reducing and slowing
traffic, removing a lane of through-traffic in the street and
reclaiming that space to the sidewalks, all in order to activate
the culture of the street and encourage a successful and
universally accessible main street.
As a result of shifting economics and a high level of community
activism, there have been several Previous Master Plans
produced for La Alma/Lincoln Park with mixed results. This
section will highlight significant parts of those plans, their
successes and failures and draw conclusions based on the
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THE RISE OF THE CREATIVE ECONOMY - a viable argument for investment
The creative class is a part of what makes a city great. With the rise of the creative economy, there is a new understanding that the creative
sector is not simply an attractive amenity of city living; it is indispensable to a city’s economic development and quality of life. This report calls
for greater support and nurturing of Denver’s creative sector by community and government, based on growing awareness of the role it plays
in the City’s complex economy, government, education and social structure. (page 2)
While the concept of the creative economy is nascent and still evolving, it reflects the idea that creative assets can generate economic growth,
job creation and export earnings, while at the same time promoting social inclusion, cultural diversity and human development. Creative
industries have emerged as one of the world’s most dynamic economic sectors, offering vast opportunities for cultural, social and economic
development. (page 7)

Economic development and building a recognized brand for the creative sectors requires investment. Funding for economic development
is a partnership among state and city government, federal sources, individuals, commercial businesses and foundations. Enlisting all these
components for financial investment is impossible without a plan to develop a cohesive brand that provides a recognizable return on
investment for all contributing parties. (page 8)

significance of the ideas and their relevance in today’s socioeconomic climate.
The Zoning section presents a visual analysis of the current
condition of the district and how the new form based zoning
code allows for increased density and scale. This section
will demonstrate how underutilized the district is, and how
future projects will most likely be larger in scale and density
in order to take the most advantage of the numerous local
and regional amenities.
Precedent Studies allow us to visually demonstrate built
examples of some of the proposed concepts. Ideas such as
activated alleys, walkable streets, sustainable development
and the callejon need to be illustrated to make a case for the
successful implementation of these ideas in the Art District
on Santa Fe. .

The Conceptual Design pages will graphically present our
ideas. We will not only present our case that the future of
the Art District is in need of design, but we can provide ideas
that show what that design could look like and how it will
affect the neighborhood over the next 5, 10 and 20 years.
The Executive Summary will synthesize conclusions
and provide a road map for possible implementation. This
includes short and long-term goals and the need for the
creation of a task force to explore all possible avenues
needed for the successful regeneration and support of this
valuable neighborhood and Art District.
The La Alma/Lincoln Park neighborhood is a diamond in the
rough. It already exceeds many of the key factors required
by most inner city neighborhoods for rapid economic
redevelopment such as a great location, existing building
stock (some historic), neighborhood amenities, available lots,

Quality of Place and Neighborhood Revitalization are a high priority for any city’s economy, and the creative sector and creative workforce
are a prominent force in achieving both. (page 9)
WE CREATE DENVER; Positioning Denver as the Creative Capital of the Rocky Mountain West. 2010 Downtown Denver Leadership Program, n.d.
Print.

a rich culture, an art district and a creative and organized
citizen base. So why has this district been bypassed for many
years while other inner city neighborhoods have enjoyed
a degree of revitalization? At Hangar 41 we believe the
answer can be found in the lack of opportunity for pleasant,
landscaped, pedestrian scale sidewalks and the overbearing
presence of Santa Fe Drive.



The creative sector is an important generator of jobs—the fifth largest employment cluster in Colorado—equal to the biotechnology and
biomedical sector (Alliance for Creative Advantage, Regional Technology Strategies, and Mt Auburn Associates, Inc., 2008, p. 13). In addition
to its economic impact, the creative sector is a catalyst for innovation and new, exciting business. It drives community and neighborhood
revitalization and helps attract and retain a talented, educated workforce in all business sectors. Creative activity helps set one city apart
from another, and creates an authentic “brand” that attracts a talented workforce, businesses and visitors.While this distinctive brand identity
cannot be imposed from the top down-- it springs from the grassroots, from the history and culture of city, from its people-- community
leaders and governments can play an important role in cultivating and nurturing the distinctive creative spark that already exists. (page 2)

PHASE ONE
CONCEPT ONE DESIGN DIRECTION
Nestled between the busy cross streets of 6th and 8th Avenues is the quieter intersection of 7th and Santa Fe. Barely
surviving on the southwest corner of the intersection is the
historic-designated, charming Byers library; on the other
three corners are small parking lots.
Given the potential for improvement and the proximity of the
library and the Denver Civic Theater, this intersection holds
the greatest potential to become the central civic space within the arts district. We envision the library expanding to the
south to create a combined civic / social center and modernized library with attached offices and meeting rooms for local
services and classes. In front of the library and spreading to
all four corners would be new gathering spaces – ideal locations for street performers, street cafés and open spaces with
unique artistic paving patterns, hardscape and landscape. The
largest of these open spaces would be the northwest corner
where we envision a world class pocket park that would provide break out space after performances for the theater and
much needed relief of the confined pedestrian ways.

Civic Gathering Space

At the center of this park would be a “lookout” art tower
providing a visual landmark, a destination and stunning panoramic views of the Rocky Mountain Front Range and downtown Denver. Connecting these four corners should be pedestrian crosswalks designed to slow traffic and provide safe
and accessible crossings.
Shade Structures

Looking north along Santa Fe Drive

Intersection of 7th Avenue and Santa Fe Drive - the proposed cultural center to the Arts District on Santa Fe
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Street Life





Lookout Tower

PHASE ONE
CONCEPT ONE DESIGN DIRECTION

Critical to the continued and sustainable success of
the Santa Fe art and commercial corridor are the
beautification of the street and the return of the pedestrian.
By re-aligning Santa Fe drive and reconfiguring its

make-up we are able to return the art and commercial
district to a much friendlier pedestrian environment.
In turn this will create private investment in the local
underutilized and/or derelict building stock thereby
helping the district to become a more viable and successful main street commercial district.

Landscape





Pedestrian Friendly Intersections

Two drive lanes, wider sidewalks, a bike lane, and street parking

Street Furniture

Wider sidewalks
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Hardscape

As the commercial district begins to re-establish itself, and
the Art District continues to flourish, word will start to get
out that this is the most sustainable, coolest, hippest and most
creative inner city neighborhood in which to live and people
will move here in droves. At this point private investment will
step forth once again by supplying hig her density, mixed use
and mixed income infill projects to meet this demand. As
the area improves there will be greater pride in the upkeep
and maintenance of homes in the residential areas. Properties and the environments around them will be better taken
care of and the neighborhood will improve. Over the next
few years creative residential infill projects will replace the
housing stock that may be beyond repair while more commercial investment will occur to meet the needs of the higher
residential density.

